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INTRODUCTION

• Percutaneous image-guided tumor ablation is a 
common procedure and well described in the 
literature in adults, however, little is published 
in the pediatric population.

• These procedures can be used for benign or 
malignant tumors of the bone, soft tissue, 
lungs, liver and kidney.

METHODS
• A single center retrospective case series on 

three patients who underwent percutaneous 
tumor ablation at our institution.

• Two microwave ablation (MWA) and one 
cryoablation.

Case 2: MWA HCC
• 12-year-old male with metastatic hepatocellular 

carcinoma (HCC) underwent MWA of his 
secondary liver lesion (Figure 2).

• Needle biopsy six weeks post-ablation showed 
only necrotic tissue.

Conclusion

• Percutaneous image-guided tumor ablation is 
not only safe but can also be considered for 
local pain control in pediatric patients with 
poor prognosis tumors or with locally invasive 
non-malignant tumors as an alternative to 
chemotherapy, surgery, or radiation

Case 3: Cryoablation Desmoid
• 12-year-old female with unresectable desmoid 

tumor in her left forearm, with continued 
tumor growth despite several oral treatment 
regimens.

• Image-guided cryotherapy, with post-
procedure pain and no other complications 
(Figure 3)

Case 1: Hepatoblastoma

• 14-year-old male with relapsed hepatoblastoma 
presented with rising alpha-fetoprotein (AFP).

• Imaging revealed a six mm metastatic nodule in 
right upper lung, biopsy-proven to be 
hepatoblastoma (Figure 1).

Figure 1: MWA Hepatoblastoma

(A) Axial CT image with lung windows showing round pulmonary nodule, confirmed to be metastatic hepatoblastoma on 
needle biopsy (arrow).  (B) Subsequent images show microwave probe in nodule (arrow) and (C) four month follow up CT 

showing only small area of fibrosis at site of previous nodule (arrow)

Figure 2: MWA HCC

(A) Contrast enhanced axial CT image showing heterogeneously enhancing liver mass in Segments 4A-B (arrow).  (B) Axial 
CT at time of microwave ablation showing ablation probe centered in the lesion (arrow) with a small amount of gas at the 

distal tip of the probe generated by the thermal deposition in the tumor (arrowhead).  (C) Follow up contrast enhanced 
CT 5 weeks after ablation showing no residual enhancing tumor in the ablation zone (arrow)

Figure 3: Cryoablation Desmoid

(A) Pre-ablation MRI coronal T1 MRI showing ovoid isointense mass with distortion of adjacent distal radius and 
proximal carpal row. (B) Image at time of cryoablation showing US guided placement of cryoablation needle into 

desmoid (arrows). (C) CT image at time of cryoablation showing needle in lesion with hypodense ice ball 
encompassing the mass (arrowheads). (D) T1 sagittal MRI image 6 weeks post cryoablation showing internal areas 

of necrosis
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